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Expecting digital twins
Adoption of these versatile avatars is spreading across industries
By: Adam Mussomeli, Brian Meeker, Steven Shepley, and David Schatsky
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Defining digital twins

safely and economically.

A digital twin, as we’ve written elsewhere, is “an

Multiplying applications
for digital twins

evolving digital profile of the historical and current
behavior of a physical object or process that helps
optimize business performance.”6 It is the exact
digital replica of a physical entity. The resulting
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nected entities, such as assembly line processes,
warehouses, transportation networks, and grocery stores, and, with the availability of data
from wearable devices, even people.
• More sectors affected. Digital twins continue
to be used in Industry 4.08 sectors in connected
factories9 and oil rigs.10 But companies are also
implementing them in consumer goods and retail,11 facility management,12 and health care.13
We are helping clients in the public sector explore this technology as well.
• Fuller scope of product life cycle modeled. Initially finding value in product maintenance, industries are finding more applications
for digital twins throughout the development of
product or process: design, testing, and day-today operation.
“bills of process” that list key process steps, machine

Improvements in
underlying technology

settings, variables, and manufacturing methods.15

Evolved digital twin,
extended benefits

Recent increases in adoption of digital twins are
due in part to advances in the technologies upon
which they are built.
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ACCELERATING INNOVATIVE
PRODUCT DESIGN

insights. Ever-improving cloud offerings and progress in machine learning are making it easier to gain
insights from large volumes of IoT and contextual
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a brick-and-mortar store, enabling managers to get
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DESIGNING MORE EFFICIENT PROCESSES

PLANNING FOR LARGE-SCALE
INFRASTRUCTURE CHANGES

Using digital twins to model complex processes
allows companies to identify inefficiencies and ways
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Implications for enterprises

OPTIMIZING DAY-TO-DAY PERFORMANCE
By continuously capturing vital operational metrics, enterprises can monitor and optimize product

Enterprises with high-value capital assets, intri-

or process performance in real time. Digital twins

cate processes, and/or a focus on expensive product

of the medical facilities of 50 hospitals, for example,

innovation could reap the greatest advantage from
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tain enterprisewide changes. Adopting digital twins,

tion.

therefore, calls for considerable investment, col-
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laboration, and sustained commitment on the part

ENABLING PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE

of leaders from all of the business functions affected.

Digital twins can watch for imminent risks such

Operations leaders will need to reimagine work-

as equipment breakdown, enabling operators to

flows, including revising criteria, timelines, and

proactively mitigate issues and reduce both un-

feedback loops for decision-making. Technology

expected maintenance shutdowns and scheduled

leaders will need to establish the required technolo-

but unnecessary maintenance procedures. For ex-

gy infrastructure—robust IoT deployments, simula-

ample, GE’s aircraft engines’ digital twins combine

tion platforms, and integrated data sources—across

sensor, performance, and environmental data with

departments and across IoT and contextual systems.

insights from similar engines. The digital twin can

They will need to tackle data-sharing, security, and

then predict the life span of various engine compo-

governance concerns as well.

nents under different scenarios. This enables teams

DIGITAL TWINS ON THE HORIZON

to make informed maintenance decisions, resulting
in reduced turnaround time. By using these digital

Digital twins can be thought of as a way of in-

twinned engines in their fleet, one airline was able

tegrating a host of technologies into a package
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designed to improve business operations and out-

tal transformation programs; Gartner predicts that

comes, from design, to production, to maintenance,

“billions of things in the near future” will be repre-

to marketing and merchandising and operations.

sented by their digital avatars.23 Firms that are not

Vanguard organizations in numerous industries

already using or evaluating digital twins may want

are already realizing benefits from digital twins. We

to make plans to investigate the technology’s poten-

expect a growing number of companies to invest in

tial.

this technology in the coming years as part of digi-
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